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Abstract 

The residual stress distributions in two 7449 aluminium alloy rectilinear blocks have been determined using 
neutron diffraction. Heat treatment included cold water immersion quenching and a period of 
precipitation hardening. Quenching induced very high magnitude residual stresses into the two blocks. One 
block was measured in this condition while the other was incrementally machined by milling to half 
thickness. Neutron diffraction measurements were made on the milled half thickness block at equivalent 
locations to the unmachined block. This permitted through thickness measurements from both blocks to 
be compared, revealing the redistribution of residual stresses induced by machining. A square cross section 
post in the centre of the machined face was left to act as a stress free reference sample. The distortions 
arising on the face opposite to that being milled were measured using a co-ordinate measuring machine. 
The residual stresses and distortion arising in the blocks have been compared to finite element analysis 
prediction and found to generally agree. Material removal only caused distortion and the residual stresses 
to redistribute; there was no stress relaxation evident. 

Introduction 

Polymer composite materials would appear to be replacing aluminium alloys as the major structural 
material for the latest generation of wide bodied civil passenger aircraft. However, the success of the 
Airbus A380 which is manufactured mainly with aluminium alloys, confirms that this material remains 
competitive. Many structural components of the latest aircraft are also fabricated out of heat treatable 
aluminium alloys as this material continues to offer numerous advantages over fibre reinforced 
composites. The European collaborative project known as COMPACT (A COncurrent approach to 
Manufacturing induced Part distortion in Aerospace ComponenTs) was initiated in October 2005. 
COMPACT has examined manufacturing induced part distortion in aerospace aluminium alloy components. 
It is estimated that tens of millions of Euro are spent every year in an attempt to either avoid or remedy 
distortion in components.[1] Part distortion is influenced by residual stress and is caused by the complex 
relationships between material processing, component design and manufacture.[2] The objective of the 
COMPACT project was to better understand the multi-functional issues driving part distortion. This paper 
considers the materials processing aspects of residual stress and their redistribution with machining. 

A complex three dimensional residual stress state is introduced into heat treated aluminium product such 
as plate and forgings by the process of rapid quenching after solution treatment. Thermal gradients act as 
the driving force for inhomogeneous plastic deformation and it is this that creates the residual stresses 
upon completion of cooling. For the simple rectilinear shape investigated here, the sequence of residual 
stress introduction during quenching can be summarised as follows. Immediately upon immersion in the 
quench media, tensile plastic strains occur initially at the rapidly cooling edges of the block. The plastic 
zone then expands to cover all the rapidly cooling surfaces. The block at this point consists of a compressed 
hot and soft interior surrounded by a stretched harder and cooler exterior shell. As the central region 
starts to cool, it tries to contract but is constrained by the hard outer shell and undergoes tensile plastic 
deformation. As the block cools further, the magnitude of surface plastic strains diminish as a compressive 
stress is developed, finally resulting in a surface stressed into compression and a centre into tension.[3] 
The final stress pattern is a reflection of the geometry of the component and of the temperature gradients 
generated throughout during the quench. In certain circumstances a different pattern of residual stress can 
be induced with tensile stresses present at some surfaces. This can occur in components with hollow bores 
when the internal bore walls are permitted to cool more slowly than the outer surfaces.[4] 

In thick aerospace components (t > 75 mm), several researchers have indicated that surface compressive 
stresses in cold water quenched 7000 series plate and forging alloys can have magnitudes >200MPa using 
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the mechanical dissection layer removal technique. [5-8] Other investigations using the compliance 
technique indicates subsurface stress magnitudes >200MPa while surface stresses were approximately 
160MPa.[9] The magnitudes of these as quenched residual stresses are such that critical aerospace parts 
are stress relieved where possible. For simple parts this can be done by applying plastic deformation using 
stretching or cold compression.[10-13] However for complex shapes, without a constant cross sectional 
area, this is much more challenging. Distortion[14] can arise after quenching where it can sometimes be 
corrected by application of small scale local plastic deformation processes known as setting or coining. Part 
distortion and dimensional instability can also occur during subsequent machining as the component self 
equilibrates to compensate for the unbalancing of forces and moments as material is removed.[15] How 
residual stresses actually redistribute during machining has received only little scientific attention. The aim 
of this investigation was to characterise the redistribution for a simple rectilinear shape, and determine 
how this redistribution influences distortion. The residual stresses remaining in a rectilinear aluminium 
block after the sequential removal of 50% of the original thickness of the block have been determined by 
neutron diffraction. The procedure followed was not unlike that undertaken in a layer removal experiment 
first described by Treuting and Read.[16] The redistributed residual stresses are compared to predictions 
using finite element methods.  

Experimental 

Material details 

The two blocks used in this experiment were both extracted from a large (830 kg), approximately 
rectilinear forging manufactured by Mettis Aerospace Ltd, UK. The two blocks were initially contiguous 
within the forging. The composition of the 7449 alloy is given in Table 1. The individual block dimensions 
prior to heat treatment were 136 mm (L-longitudinal) x 160 mm (LT-long transverse) x 120 mm (ST-short 
transverse) where the orientations refer to those of the original primary working direction of the forging, 
as shown in Figure 1. The long transverse direction has been arbitrarily designated x, the longitudinal y and 
the short transverse z. The blocks were solution heat treated at 470±5°C for 4 hours and then rapidly 
quenched by immersing in cold water with accompanied vigorous agitation (water temperature < 20°C). 
The blocks were heat treated sequentially. Each block had a mass of approximately 7 kg with a surface area 
of 0.11m2. The Biot number estimated for the cold water quench was approximately 1.5 which is indicative 
of significant thermal gradients during cooling. This number was calculated using a characteristic linear 
dimension for the forgings of 23 mm, an average thermal conductivity of 180 Wm-1K-1 and an average heat 
transfer coefficient of 12,000 Wm-2K-1 calculated from quenching experiments. As natural aging would lead 
to a time dependent change in the lattice parameter, the alloy was stabilised microstructurally by 
artificially aging for 24 hours at 120°C. This would be expected to induce a small (<20%) reduction in the 
residual stress compared to the as quenched condition. The microstructure of the block consisted of 
approximately rod shaped grains elongated into the longitudinal direction with a typical grain length being 
<1000 µm. In the transverse directions as shown in Figure 2, the grain characteristic dimension was 
<200 µm. Within these grains a substructure was observed consisting of well defined polygonised equiaxed 
subgrains. The diameter of the subgrains was <20 µm. Other coarse phases noted were fragmented Al-Cu-
Fe constituent particles and a very small volume fraction of undissolved MgZn2.  

Machining procedure and measurement of distortion 

One of the blocks (labelled Z2RA) was left in the heat treated condition while block Z2RB was subject to 
dimensional measurement and machining by vertical milling. A Brown and Sharpe MVAL PFX 4-5-4 
coordinate measurement machine (CMM, accurate to ± 1 µm) was used prior to milling to measure the 
flatness of one face of Z2RB bounded by the x and y directions. 25 measurements were made, 
encompassing the majority of the surface area of the face. The block was then clamped around the 
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measured face and placed into a 3 axis Hurco Ultimax CNC machining centre. Material was removed in 
10mm increments where the thickness was the z direction of the block. This was carried out in two passes 
of the milling cutter (axial depth of cut of 5 mm). The spindle speed was 8600 rpm, with a surface speed of 
3600 mm/min. The high speed machining cutter had 3 flutes, a diameter of 25 mm and an end radius of 5 
mm. The step over during machining was 20 % of the diameter of the cutter (5 mm). The machining 
procedure and cutter end radius were chosen to minimise the introduction of residual stresses by the 
milling process itself as described by Denkena and de León.[17] 

The cutter path followed permitted the retention of a square cross section post of side 10 mm in the 
centre of the face, as shown in Figure 1. This was subsequently used as a strain free reference sample 
during the neutron diffraction measurements. After removal of each 10 mm increment of material, the 
opposite, parallel, unmachined face of the block was re-measured on the CMM to determine the 
displacement of the plane in the surface bounded by the x and y directions of the block. 

Residual stress and distortion prediction using FEA 

ABAQUS[18] finite element code was used to predict the residual stress distribution after cold water 
quenching. The rectilinear block was considered to be isotropic with dimensions of 120(z, ST)*160(x, 
LT)*136(y, L) mm with one-quarter of the block modelled to take advantage of symmetry conditions. The 
initial geometry of the one-quarter model was 120(z, ST)*80(x, LT)*68(y, L) at 470°C. For the model, 5760 
eight-noded quadratic brick elements were used as determined through mesh density experiments (heat 
transfer – type DC3D8; stress displacement – type C3D8).  

The analysis method employed by ABAQUS to predict residual stress distributions from quenching is 
uncoupled in that the temperature and displacement problems are solved consecutively.  Results from the 
thermal analysis are read at the beginning of the stress/displacement analysis and provide the 
displacement loading through thermal contraction.  This thermal contraction results in the development of 
elastic and plastic strains from which residual stresses can be calculated.   

Heat transfer analysis 

Temperature dependent properties for specific heat capacity (Cp)[19], thermal conductivity (k)[20]  and 
density (ρ)[5] are all readily available in literature for aluminium alloys.  The heat transfer coefficient (h) 
acts as the main boundary condition on the finite element model as it determines the rate at which heat 
leaves the block surface. As this parameter varies for different quenchant temperatures and conditions, it 
was calculated using an inverse technique with both INTEMP[21] and ABAQUS software, resulting in the 
same curve in both cases.. Comparison of experimental and predicted cooling curves for different 
rectilinear blocks of aluminium alloys has indicated that the heat transfer model accurately predicts cooling 
during the quench. 

Stress-displacement analysis 

Values for the thermal expansion coefficient (αth)[22], elastic modulus (E)[23]  and Poisson’s ratio (ν)[23] of 
alloys similar to 7449 were taken from literature.  The elastic modulus and the thermal expansion 
coefficient were input as a function of temperature while Poisson’s ratio was assumed to remain constant.  
During the quenching of aluminium alloys, the material is plastically deformed at low strain rates, the 
degree of which determines the final magnitude of residual stress.  Unlike the elastic behaviour, the flow 
stress of 7449 is strain rate dependent.  Knowledge of the deformation behaviour of 7449 at varying strain 
rates and temperatures up to 470°C is not widespread, and thus a compromise was reached in this model 
by using flow stress values obtained from torsion tests on 7150.[24] 
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At high temperatures, the material can be assumed to be strain rate dependent and follow a perfectly 
plastic stress–strain curve. As temperatures approach room temperature strain rate dependency begins to 
become negligible and work hardening begins to influence the stress-strain response of the material. 
Therefore, the input data was modified to incorporate work hardening and is assumed to be strain rate 
independent at room temperature. This is achieved through use of tensile test data measured for 7010 
directly after quenching.  

Layer removal analysis 

After predicting the stress distribution after quenching, layers of elements (thickness 5 mm) were removed 
successively from one surface as described for the experimental case, and the resultant distortion in the z 
direction was predicted on the opposing surface. Positive deflection was defined as deflection away from 
the centre of curvature. The finite element model did not account for any machining induced stresses 
caused by material removal. 

Residual stress measurements 

Residual stresses were determined using the strain scanner instrument known as STRESS SPEC located at 
the FRM II at the TUM in Munich, Germany. [25, 26] Measurements were made following the guidelines 
present in [27, 28]. The wavelength of the monochromatic radiation was 1.74Å and the nominal sampling 
gauge volume was set at 3x3x3 mm3 as defined by the incident and diffracted slit widths.. The position of 
the aluminium {311} peak was measured by the diffractometer. The incident and diffracted slits were 
positioned as close to the gauge volume as possible to minimise optical aberrations such as peak clipping 
[29] 

Positions within a quarter of the volume of Z2RA were sampled and the same measurement locations were 
used for Z2RB so that the measurements could be directly compared. This meant that half of the volume of 
Z2RB was sampled. Measurement locations are shown in Figure 1. The volume sampled was split into six y-

z planes and twenty five measurement locations were located on each plane making for a total of one 
hundred and fifty measurements per block. The strain at each location was measured in three orthogonal 
directions corresponding to the primary working directions of the forging. These directions were assumed 
to be the principal stress directions due to them being parallel to the directions of maximum heat flow 
during quenching. Lattice spacings were converted to residual strains and stresses using the standard three 
dimensional Hooke’s law as shown in the equations below.[30] A Young’s modulus of 70 GPa and a 
Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 was used in all the calculations. 
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The strain free reference sample (for measuring 0

311d ) consisted of the square section post left in the centre 

of the milled face of Z2RB. The post was separated from the block prior to any neutron diffraction 
measurements to form a right square prism of material. Multiple measurements of the {311} interplanar 
spacing in three orthogonal directions were made along the centreline of the prism in its long axis; z 
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direction. A minor microstructural change was expected to occur in the strain free sample as the cooling 
rate during quenching varied from one end of the post to the other.[31] 

Results 

Distortion caused by material removal, Measurement and prediction. 

Measurement of the position of points on the surface of Z2RB bounded by the x and y directions after heat 
treatment confirmed that the face was flat to within 0.8 mm. This was an as forged surface and as plastic 
flow occurs during quenching, this had caused slight bulging out at the centre of the exterior faces.  

As material was incrementally removed from one side of Z2RB, the maintenance of equilibrium resulted in 
a bending moment that distorted the block. This resulted in the surface being measured becoming convex. 
Figure 3 indicates how a corner and centre location were displaced as material was removed from the 
opposite face. The displacement was relatively symmetrical with all four corners of the block being 
displaced down as the block centre was raised up to form the convex surface. The corner displacements in 
Figure 3 are displayed as the mean the displacements of all four corner of the block. The error bars 
correspond to ± 1 standard deviations of the mean of the four corner displacements. The displacement 
prediction by the finite element model for these two locations is also shown in Figure 3. The distortion of 
the measured surface of Z2RB compared with the finite element prediction is shown in Figure 4. This figure 
illustrates the final surface after removal of a thickness of 60 mm. The actual block was measured to within 
10 mm of the edges. 

Strain free reference sample 

With a Biot number of 1.5, the quench resulted in significant thermal gradients within the blocks. The 
strain free reference sample was an integral part of Z2RB during quenching and was separated from the 
block only after completion of machining. As such it was expected to be microstructurally representative of 
both Z2RA and B. It was also assumed it would be approximately strain free due to the complete removal 
of the surrounding constraining material. The difference in the FEA predicted cooling rates of the surface 
compared to the core for locations in the block corresponding to both ends of the strain free sample are 
shown in Figure 5. The difference in cooling rate is relatively small as illustrated by Figure 6. This figure 
superimposes the predicted cooling curves on the time temperature iso-hardness curves (C curves) for 
over aged 7449. The time temperature property curves were developed following the procedure in [32]. It 
can be seen that there is only a small reduction in the hardening (precipitation) potential of material 
located at the core compared to the surface. 

The neutron diffraction peak position (2θ) as a function of location along the strain free reference sample 
(measuring 0

311d ) is shown in Figure 7 with peak position converted to microstrain ( ε x 10-6) by assuming a 

single average 0

311d . (The surface exposed to the quench water corresponds to the 0 mm position in the 

figure). If significant microstructural variation existed along the post due to the different cooling, (causing 
different degrees of solute supersaturation), this would be reflected in a shift in the peak position, but 
apart from the shift when the gauge volume enters and exits the sample, the lattice parameter did not vary 
significantly either with position or orientation of measurement. This permitted the use of a single average 

0

311d  which was used to calculate εxx, εyy and εzz . The cause of the peak shift when the gauge volume is 

partly outside the sample is well documented. [33]  
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Residual stress measurement in Z2RA 

The residual stress distribution in the unmachined Z2RA block varied from highly biaxial compression in the 
surface to triaxial tensile in the centre of the block. The maximum compressive stress determined by 
neutron diffraction was -184 MPa while the maximum tensile stress was 213 MPa. The average error in the 
residual stresses arising from the {311} diffraction peak fitting was ±10 MPa. 

Figure 8 displays the σXX residual stresses in blocks Z2RA and Z2RB as six y-z contour maps corresponding 
to the measurement locations shown in Figure 1. The lower six contour maps correspond to the 
unmachined block, Z2RA while the upper six contour maps correspond to the machined block, Z2RB. The 
contours maps are depicted as isometric views situated on a rectangular base representing the plan view 
of the relevant block. The σYY and σZZ residual stresses are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 respectively. 

For block Z2RA, the σXX residual stresses on the y-z planes where x = 5 mm and x = 155 mm can be seen to 
be close to zero. This was the expected result as these planes are close to the free surfaces of the block in 
the x direction.  In Figure 9 it is observed that the σYY residual stresses approach zero toward the free 
surface in the y direction and the same pattern is repeated in Figure 10 for the σZZ residual stresses in the z 
direction. The external surfaces of the block were all subject to a large biaxial compressive residual stress 
of magnitude in the range -156 MPa to -184 MPa. These observations are in reasonable agreement with 
other researchers that have used neutron diffraction [34, 35], the contour method [36],  crack compliance 
[9, 37], layer removal [5, 8] and centre hole drilling [38, 39]. It is clear from these three figures that the 
expected pattern of residual stress has been confirmed by the neutron diffraction measurements; an 
exterior stressed in compression balanced by an interior stressed into triaxial tension. The tensile σXX 

residual stresses in the centre of the block reached a maximum magnitude of σXX = 213 MPa. This stress 
acted in the longest dimension of the quenched block. The maximum magnitudes of the σYY and σZZ 
residual stresses in the centre of the block were 169 MPa and 92 MPa respectively.  

 The variation of residual stress through the thickness of Z2RA is illustrated in Figure 11 where ten adjacent 
(x = 65 and x = 95 mm) measurement locations are chosen for z = 55 mm. The associated σYY σXX and σZZ 
residual stresses are plotted as a function of position in the y direction. Figure 11 shows the general trend 
of changing residual stress with position into block Z2RA (open symbols).  

Another observation that can be made which reflects the apparent quality of these observations is the 
obvious symmetry in the two block eighths measured. Perfect symmetry in the residual stress distribution 
is unlikely when cold water quenching due to local variations of the heat transfer coefficient caused by 
surface finish variations and chaotic variations in convection, but it is clear from these data that the 
determined variation from eighth to eighth is quite small. 

As a final check on the quality of the residual stress measurements within Z2RA, a force balance was 
conducted on selected cross sections where the normal stress on the planes changed from highly 
compressive to highly tensile. Assumptions involving extrapolation had to be made about the residual 
stress distribution around the unmeasured periphery of the block and when these were taken into 
consideration, the distributions determined by neutron diffraction were found to be in equilibrium 
(typically always within 14% of being balanced). 

Residual stress measurements in Z2RB 

The residual stresses in Z2RB were determined by neutron diffraction after completion of machining and 
removal of the strain free reference sample. The measurement locations were equivalent to the same 
positions as Z2RA as shown in Figure 1.   
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The residual stress redistribution was complex. The upper six contour maps in Figure 8 depict the σXX 
residual stresses in the machined block, Z2RB. The maximum σXX residual stress was 120 MPa (a decrease 
of 43% compared to Z2RA) with the minimum being -227 MPa (changed from -184 MPa; an increase in 
magnitude of 24%).  Compared to Z2RA, the locus of the tensile core has moved so that it remains 
encapsulated within the block. The large magnitude x-y  surface σXX residual stresses present in the 
unmachined block were also significantly reduced from -138 MPa to close to zero.  

In Figure 9 the σYY residual stresses remaining in Z2RB are shown.  Similarly, the locus of the maximum 
tensile stress has moved with the core of the block. The x-y surface compressive residual stresses have also 
been reduced by over 100 MPa. The maximum residual stress in the tensile core has reduced from in 169 
MPa in Z2RA to 95 MPa in Z2RB, a change of 44%. The compressive stresses close to the y-z exterior 
surfaces (x = 5  and x = 155 mm) remained relatively unchanged.  The greatest change in the compressive 
residual stresses was from -168 MPa in Z2RA to -215 MPa in Z2RB; a 28% increase in magnitude. 

The σZZ residual stresses are shown in Figure 10. A large change was observed in these stresses as they 
were acting in the direction expected to be most affected by the removal of material. The maximum 
residual stress in the tensile core was reduced from 92 MPa in Z2RA to 54 MPa in Z2RB.  The greatest 
change in the compressive residual stresses was from -183 MPa in Z2RA to -72 MPa in Z2RB; a 60% 
decrease in magnitude. Residual stresses close to the new machined surface were close to zero. The 
redistribution of σZZ resulted in significant reduction of the size of the stress gradients in this direction with 
the residual stresses in the majority of locations being close to zero. 

FEA prediction of residual stress  

The predicted orthogonal quench-induced residual stress distributions present in the unmachined block 
are shown in the lower contour maps of Figure 12, Figure 13, and Figure 14. These figures can be 
compared to the lower maps in Figure 8, Figure 9, and Figure 10. The distribution of the residual stresses 
was in agreement with the neutron diffraction measurements. The magnitudes for specific locations were 
not the same however, with the FEA predicting a greater range of residual stress, ie compressive stressed 
regions indicated higher magnitude compressive stresses and tensile regions higher magnitude tensile. For 
example, the predicted σYY and σZZ components close to the surface where x= 5 mm (and 155 mm) were-
199 and -196 MPa respectively. The residual stresses determined in these same locations were σYY = 167 

MPa and σZZ = -173. In the tensile core the differences were more apparent with predicted stresses 
exceeding the determined by approximately 60 MPa for all three orthogonal directions. Comparing all the 
neutron diffraction residual stresses to the nearest equivalent location for the FEA predictions, the average 
differences were σXX = -12 MPa (1 standard deviation = 36 MPa), σYY = 6 MPa (1 standard deviation = 35 

MPa) and σZZ = 9 MPa (1 standard deviation = 41 MPa). The relatively large standard deviations reflect the 
variability of the differences between determined and predicted.  For the machined block the FEA again 
successfully predicted a similar pattern of redistribution to that determined by the neutron diffraction 
measurements. Predicted residual stresses were again of greater magnitude compared to those 
determined by neutron diffraction, and by a similar margin to the as quenched block. 

Discussion 

Characterisation of the residual stresses in the unmachined block Z2RA is consistent with the usually 
reported pattern of surface compression balanced by subsurface tension. The magnitude and distribution 
of these residual stresses are in accordance with other investigations. The magnitudes of the maximum 
and minimum stresses observed are lower than previous investigations conducted on the aluminium alloy 
7449 because the blocks differ in size [40], and blocks Z2RA and Z2RB were both aged for 24 hours at 120°C 
prior to machining (of Z2RB) and the neutron diffraction measurements.  Artificial ageing, used to 
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precipitation harden the alloy, induces a small but significant reduction in residual stress.[41]  Machining 
Z2RB results in redistribution of the residual stresses and distortion of the block. The distortion was 
monitored using a CMM machine and compared to predictions made using a finite element model. The 
prediction is in close agreement with the experimental observations. This suggests that the finite element 
quench modelling and residual stress field prediction are both accurate and that the assumptions made in 
the finite element model about redistribution of residual stress during material removal are satisfactory.  
Characterisation of the residual stresses in the machined block was also possible by neutron diffraction. 
Despite machining into a highly tensile region of Z2RB the tensile stresses were not exposed and always 
remained subsurface. There is limited evidence that tensile stresses can be exposed[4] but this was not 
found here for the simple geometry investigated. The FEA predicts the correct pattern of residual stress in 
the as quenched block but the actual magnitudes are not identical. Reasons for the discrepancy can be 
attributed to the use of 7150 data for the elevated temperature thermomechanical properties and 7010 
data for the room temperature work hardening. These alloys are chemically similar to 7449 in that they are 
all Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloys but it is reasonable to expect the plastic flow of 7449 to be somewhat different 
when quenched. In addition the neutron diffraction measurements were made by sampling a gauge 
volume in regions where there were significant strain gradients, resulting in an averaging effect of the 
measured strain. 

One question that does arise is the possibility that actual stress relaxation occurs as a consequence of 
machining and not just residual stress redistribution. This would require additional yielding and subsequent 
plasticity to take place as a consequence of material removal. This is an unlikely scenario bearing in mind 
the age hardened condition of the alloy. However, this supposition can be tested by calculating the stored 
elastic strain energy density of the block prior to machining and after machining. The strain energy density 
for an elastically deformed isotropic solid obeying Hooke’s law is shown in equation (4). The form used to 
calculate the strain energy from the measured and predicted residual strains which are assumed principal 
is shown in equation (5). 
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The total elastic strain energy density U calculated from the orthogonal strains measured by neutron 
diffraction for the as quenched block Z2RA was 134 kJ m-3. For the machined block, Z2RB, U was 67 kJ m-3. 
The elastic strain energy density  calculated from the FEA predicted orthogonal strains was 120 kJ m-3 for 
Z2RA and 60 kJ m-3 for the machined block Z2RB. Both experimental data and prediction confirm that, in 
this investigation at least, there is no residual stress relaxation associated with the removal of material, 
only redistribution. If the principal strains output from the FEA model are used to calculate the strain 
energy density, a significantly larger value results; 200 kJ m-3. This is a consequence of the FEA model 
indicating that in fact the orthogonal strains are not always principal and the additional strain energy 
contribution arises from non zero shear strains. Regions close to edges and corners of the blocks are where 
the assumption that orthogonal strains are principal breaks down. 

One further speculative conjecture emerges from this research. Over recent years there has been 
widespread discussion whether machining processes may cause part distortion in the absence of a pre-
existing residual stress field. The results provided in this paper demonstrate that residual stress 
redistribution, rather than relaxation, is the driver for part distortion. Recognising that machining 
operations impart only near-surface residual stress distributions in components (typically up to a maximum 
depth of around 2mm). This would suggest machining may cause part distortion (in the absence of a pre-
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existing residual stress field) only if the machined part is thin in relation to the maximum depth of the 
residual stress field it induces. In other words, we postulate that common machining processes may distort 
work pieces that are up to several millimetres thick, but cause no distortion for thicker specimens. 

Conclusions 

Predicting an accurate residual stress distribution within 7449 blocks caused by cold water quenching has 
been demonstrated using finite element analysis. In this investigation, the FEA tends to exaggerate the 
magnitude of the residual stresses compared to the neutron diffraction measurements, but this can be 
attributed in part to the use of non optimised material properties and the fact the actual blocks were 
artificially aged which would have caused some stress relaxation. 

The residual stress distribution in cold water blocks is confirmed as being highly compressive in the surface 
balanced by subsurface tension.  

Machining away half of one cold water quenched blocks resulted in distortion in conjunction with 
redistribution of the residual stress. Tensile stresses were not exposed in the machined block with the 
locus of the tensile core moving to remain encapsulated within the machined block. 

FEA has also shown to be able to predict the distortion and redistribution of residual stress when material 
is removed in layers from a cold water quenched block. 

For the size of block used here, the use of a single strain free reference value was feasible for the neutron 
diffraction measurements as the 7449 alloy was not quench sensitive enough to give rise to significant 
microstructural gradients through the thickness of the block. 

Machining the block only caused the redistribution of residual stresses. No stress relaxation was 
encountered as demonstrated by strain energy density calculations for the machined and unmachined 
blocks. 
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List of Tables 

Table 1 Specification alloy chemistry and chemical analysis results, wt% 

Alloy Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Zn Ti+Zr Al 

7449 
0.12 
max 

0.15 
max 

1.4-
2.1 

0.20
max 

1.8-2.7 
7.5-
8.7 

0.25 
max 

Bal. 

7449 (ca) 0.06 0.08 2.02 0.01 1.92 8.39 0.138 Bal. 
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Figure 2 Microstructure of the 7449 alloy. The horizontal corresponds to the y (LT) direction and the vertical the z (ST) 

direction. 
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Figure 3 Cumulative displacement of two locations on the unmachined face of Block Z2RB as material is removed from the 

opposite face. CMM measurements compared to finite element prediction. Error bars for the CMM corner curve correspond 

to ±1 standard deviations for the mean of all four corner displacements. 
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Figure 4 Distortion caused by removal of material to a depth of 60 mm (a) and corresponding FEA prediction (b) 

 

Figure 5 Predicted cooling curves and cooling rates during cold water quenching of one end of the strain free reference 

sample (surface) compared to the other (core). 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 6 Time temperature transformation curves for the 7449 alloy. Each curve represents an iso-hardness curve for an over 

aged condition. Superimposed are the predicted cooling curves for the surface and core of the block during cold water 

quenching  
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Figure 7 Strain free reference sample peak position displayed as variation of microstrain for the three orthogonal orientations 
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Figure 8 The σσσσXX residual stresses in the unmachined block Z2RA (lower contour maps), and Z2RB (upper contour maps). 
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Figure 9 The σσσσYY residual stresses in unmachined Z2RA (lower contour maps), and Z2RB (upper contour maps). 
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Figure 10 The σσσσZZ residual stresses in unmachined Z2RA (lower contour maps), and Z2RB (upper contour maps). 
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Figure 11 Variation of residual stress with position in the y (L) direction of block Z2RA and block Z2RB 
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Figure 12 The FEA predicted σσσσXX residual stresses in the unmachined block Z2RA (lower contour maps), and Z2RB (upper 

contour maps). 
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Figure 13 The FEA predicted σσσσYY residual stresses in the unmachined block Z2RA (lower contour maps), and Z2RB (upper 

contour maps). 
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Figure 14 The FEA predicted σσσσZZ residual stresses in the unmachined block Z2RA (lower contour maps), and Z2RB (upper 

contour maps). 

 


